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     Fenghuang ancient city(凤凰古城) is one of the most typical regional 
ancient cities in China, and it has an irreplaceable position in the history of 
Chinese town’s development. It has beautiful natural landscapes, historic 
architectural landscapes, and mysterious and special cultural landscapes created 
by Wuchu culture(巫楚文化). With its quaint natural environment, a large 
number of historical and cultural relics and unique folk customs, the historical 
and cultural city has been satisfying the needs of tourists. So tourism has 
developed rapidly in recent years. And the rapid development of tourism has 
brought great threats to the original ecological resources. Represented by the 
Tuojiang River area, not only the environment has been polluted, but it is also 
full of the taste of modern business, and the characteristic ethnic style is 
weakened. So How to improve the value of Fenghuang ancient city’s landscape 
and preserve its minority culture are significant issues in this thesis.
     The formation of Fenghuang ancient city is influenced by many factors, 
such as history, ecology, human activities and so on. As one of the Miao 
nationality’s settlements in Hunan Province, Fenghuang ancient city has lots of 
ethnic custom culture and historical sites. Through the research, it is expected 
that collecting information from minorities, local history and culture. Not only 
that, but also this study brings out the greatest value of local cultural 
landscapes by remodeling and designing new landscapes with national 
characteristics. At the same time, weakening the influence of commercialization, 
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and promoting local culture for a better tourism environment.
     Fenghuang ancient city is located in the southwestern part of Xiangxi 
autonomous district, Hunan Province, China. It was founded in the Qing 
Dynasty, and was approved as a national historical and cultural city in 2001. 
This study focuses on the waterfront space and Cultural Square in Fenghuang 
ancient city. Under the framework of relevant planning and protection policies, 
it fully respects the particularity of the place, considers the needs of the main 
users, and integrates the Miao elements into the whole planning in the form of 
landscape furniture and project activities.
     The purpose of this study is to combine with the local regional conditions 
to design landscapes that adapting the characteristic of the Miao nationality. At 
the same time, in the original landscape background, adding some creative new 
elements, such as terrace, to explore the rationality of the new elements. Also 
it is important to solve problems about local landscape spaces through design, 
and finally communicating with the government and achieving an information 
sharing.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Research Background and Purpose 
1.1.1 Research Background 
     Five thousand years of Chinese history has given birth to some cities 
with profound cultural background and great historical events. Their 
preservation has opened a window for people to review Chinese history 
nowadays. Fenghuang ancient city is one of the most typical regional ancient 
cities in China, and it has an irreplaceable position in the history of Chinese 
town’s development. It has beautiful natural landscapes, historic architectural 
landscapes, and mysterious and special cultural landscapes created by Wuchu 
culture(巫楚文化)1). Fenghuang has a long history as a place where ethnic 
minorities live. Miao is the most populous ethnic minority in there. They have 
lived here for a long time and created precious national cultural heritage.
     With the improvement of living standard and the higher requirements of 
spiritual satisfaction, people are eager to stay away from the hustle and bustle 
of the city, and they really desire to return to nature. With its quaint natural 
environment, a large number of historical and cultural relics and unique folk 
customs, the historical and cultural city has been satisfying the needs of 
tourists. So tourism has developed rapidly in recent years2). China's historical 
and cultural cities are overwhelmed by the double pressure of development and 
protection, and tourism as a driving force for urban heritage protection is more 
often reflected as a negative impact3).
1) . [D]. ,2006.龙曦 凤凰古城景观特质探析 重庆大学
2) , , . [J]. ( ),2017(04):162.高爽余文慧鱼文英 凤凰古城旅游开发现状及对策 旅游纵览下半月
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     The original ecological resources reflect the unparalleled natural beauty 
and native culture of Fenghuang ancient city. And the rapid development of 
tourism has brought great threats to the original ecological resources of it. The 
homogeneity of tourism features in the city is serious. With the emergent of 
homestay, bars and shops in this city, the traditional cultural atmosphere are 
gradually disappearing4). Represented by the Tuojiang River area, not only the 
environment has been polluted, but it is also full of the taste of modern 
business, and the characteristic ethnic style is weakened.
1.1.2 Research Purpose and Significance 
     The formation of Fenghuang ancient city is influenced by many factors, 
such as history, ecology, human activities and so on. As one of the Miao 
nationality’s settlements in Hunan Province, Fenghuang ancient city has lots of 
ethnic custom culture and historical sites. Through the research, it is expected 
that collecting information from minorities, local history and culture which 
could be useful for other studies. 
     Not only that, this study will brings out the greatest value of local 
cultural landscapes by remodeling and designing new landscapes with national 
characteristics and modern tourisms’ needs. At the same time, weakening the 
influence of commercialization, and promoting local culture for a better tourism. 
And then, Through investigation, arrangement, planning and design, we can 
provide appropriate suggestions to Fenghuang County Government for the future 
long-term development of Fenghuang ancient city.
3) . “ ” [J]. ,2015,39(02):99-105.——唐鸣镝 历史文化名城旅游协同思考 基于历史性城镇景观视角 城市规划
4) , , . [J]. ( ),2019(05):76-77+79.傅珩王坤易远铨旅游凝视视域下凤凰古城商业化现象研究 旅游纵览下半月
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     Combining with the local regional conditions to design landscapes that 
adapting the characteristic of the Miao nationality. At the same time, in the 
original landscape background, adding creative new element, such as special 
pattern paving designed from Miao's pattern system. The purpose of this design 
is also to solve problems about local landscape spaces through program 
planning and landscape design.
1.2 Research Scope and Flow
1.2.1 Research Scope 
  1) Spatial scope
     Fenghuang ancient city is located in the southwest of Xiangxi Tujia and 
Miao Autonomous Prefecture, Hunan Province. The design scope of this study 
is the section that starts from the Xueqiao Bridge and runs along the Tuojiang 
River to City Tower of North Gate(北门城楼), where has waterfront space and 
old city wall area. And another area starts from the Shengheng Gate(East Gate) 
to Culture Square(Figure1-1). There are also pottinger streets, and square in the 
design scope. Among them, pottinger streets are Dongzheng street(东正街) and 
Dao Menkou street(道门口). The total area is about 10,050m2(Table 1-1).
  2) Content scope
     This study should be based on the protection planning standards of 
historic and cultural cities and the existing land use planning and development. 
In view of the site’s conditions, needs and problems need to be solved, 
considering its special location and combining with the human characteristics of 
the Miao nationality and the personality characteristics of the Miao people to 
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remodel or design innovatively to the waterfront space, streets and the square in 
Fenghuang ancient city.
Location Length (m) Area (m2)






Culture Square -- 6135
Total -- 10,050
[Table 1-1] Area and length of design areas
[Figure 1-1] Scope of Planning and Design (based on Google map)
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1.2.2 Research Flow 
[Figure 1-2] Process of study
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Research 
2.1 Historic and Cultural City
2.1.1 Fenghuang Ancient City
     In February 1982, the concept of 'National Famous Historical and Cultural 
Cities' was formally put forward in order to protect the cultural relics and 
important cities that were once the political, economic and cultural centers of 
ancient times or the places where modern revolutionary movements and major 
historical events took place. According to the 'Cultural Relics Protection Law of 
the People's Republic of China', 'National Famous Historical and Cultural Cities' 
refers to cities with particularly rich cultural relics, which have significant 
historical and cultural values and revolutionary significance. From the 
perspective of administrative divisions, historical and cultural cities are not 
necessarily 'cities', but also May be 'Counties' or 'Districts'. As of 2018, the 
State Council has listed 135 cities as national famous historical and cultural 
cities, and has focused on the protection of cultural relics of them. And these 
cities have their own unique characteristics5). Fenghuang ancient city, was 
awarded the title of National Famous Historic and Cultural City in 2001. 
What's more, in 2006, it was listed in the 'List of World Cultural Heritage 
Preparatory in China'.
     Surrounded by green hills and water, Fenghuang ancient city is one of the 
most beautiful ancient cities in China. This city has profound history and 
culture, and talents come forth in large numbers. It is the political, military, 
5) http://www.gov.cn/gongbao/content/2002/content_61851.htm
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economic, and cultural center of Xiangxi. At the same time, as an outstanding 
representative of the historic city, it not only has attracted tourists to visit, but 
also is a popular object for scholars to study and explore. The government has 
also actively designated plans to strengthen the reconstruction planning and 
protection of the ancient city, and promoted the sustainable development of 
Fenghaung ancient city.
2.1.2 Previous Research
  1) Landscape Characters
     Long Xin (2006) pointed out that Fenghuang ancient city is located at the 
intersection of mountains and waters. The good Fengshui(风水) pattern and the 
ancient people's construction methods adapted to local conditions have been 
important factors in the formation of the ancient city landscape. The regional 
characteristics of the Miao-frontier city(苗疆边城) made the ancient city pattern 
with significant military defense characteristics, and its later development made 
it from a military center to a cultural and commercial center. At the same time, 
the integration of the minority culture represented by the Miao nationality and 
the Han nationality culture has formed the landscape characteristics with 
multicultural symbiosis. This thesis also summarized the two major areas of the 
ancient city landscape space: the Tuojiang corridor landscape area, and the 
planar landscape area with traditional streets and traditional houses as the main 
part6).
6) . [D]. ,2006.龙曦 凤凰古城景观特质探析 重庆大学
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  2) Tendency  
     Wu Xuyan (2010) considered that according to the trend of the times, on 
the basis of protecting the whole of the ancient city it needs to grasp the ，
historical and cultural characteristics of Fenghuang, to cultivate spatial patterns 
and landscape systems which are compatible with the new social structure, 
contemporary economic and cultural methods. In this way, the essence of the 
historical and cultural heritage of the ancient city can be preserved, while 
giving the city a new sense of place and continuity. Finally, achieving the 
sustainable development of the landscape images of Fenghuang ancient city. 
Among them, it also emphasized that the tourism industry should be developed 
appropriately. The contents included: cultural resources of the ancient city as a 
basic; focusing on the display and experience of ethnic customs; and expanding 
the contents of cultural tourism activities7).
  3) Propose
     Famous historic and cultural cities are important business cards for urban 
economic and social development. Local governments, residents and all sectors 
of society should actively participate in the planning and designing the 
landscape of historic urban areas. Under the requirements of the protection 
principles, it should be arranged preferentially the construction programs about 
the infrastructures and public service facilities in historical blocks. And it 
should also effort to make improve living conditions and environmental 
landscapes to improve the quality of residents’ life. So, it is necessary to fully 
excavate the historical and cultural connotation of city, combining organically 
with 'residence, culture, commerce' and 'tourism', finally, promoting the 
7) . [D]. ,2010.吴旭艳 凤凰古城景观意象研究 中南林业科技大学
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sustainable development of historic and cultural cities8).
2.2 Miao Nationality
     China is a multi-ethnic country, composed of 55 ethnic minorities and 
Han nationality. According to the 2010 census, China has 9,426,007 Miao 
people that is the fifth largest ethnic minority in China9). Fenghuang is a 
multi-ethnic county, Miao nationality people are the indigenous people of this 
county, and their distribution forms a situation that live in groups at a big scale 
but inhabit in a small region. Miao nationality, the oldest nationality in 
Fenghuang County, has its own language, but no writing10). After thousands of 
years of long-term influence, Fenghuang ancient city has developed a distinctive 
'local dialect' which is different from other dialects. 
2.2.1 History 
     Miao is one of the oldest nationalities in China, with a history of more 
than 5000 years. Miao nationality originated in the middle and lower reaches of 
the Yangtze River. Its ancestors can be traced back to ‘Chiyou tribe’(蚩尤部
落), Jiuli, which was active in the Central Plains(中原地区) during the Yellow 
Emperor period(黄帝). And ‘Sanmiao’(三苗), which was active in the Yao, 
Shun and Yu periods(尧舜禹). During the Shang and Zhou dynasties, due to 
8) , , . ——谢欢欢赵蕊董千里历史文化名城老居民区景观环境改造规划探索 以安徽省凤阳县府城镇尚贤路
[J]. ,2020,27(01):17-19+29.为例 安徽建筑
9) http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/pcsj/rkpc/6rp/indexch.htm
10) 'The Brief History of Miao Nationality' 
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the strong influence of 'Jingman'(荆蛮), the Chu state was established. Due to 
the remote location and the barrier of Wuling mountains(武陵山), the western 
part of Chu state was less influenced by the Central Plains culture. The 
descendants of this part of 'Jingman' are the later Miao people in Western 
Hunan. In the historical development of the Miao nationality, because of the 
frequent wars, it has been a large-scale, long-distance, long-term migration11). 
Miao nationality is the ethnic group with the most migration times in the 
history of China's ethnic minorities12). Because of this, the Miao nationality has 
a profound national cultural connotation.
2.2.2 Wuchu Culture( )巫楚文化
     Xiangxi, located in the middle reaches of the Yangtze River, was the 
sphere of influence of the ancient Chu state. The main part of Chu culture is 
Miaowu culture(苗巫文化)13), which combines many other cultural 
characteristics. Fenghuang has the same part of Wuchu culture in its cultural 
characteristics. The representative characteristics are: believing ghosts and 
witches, advocating fire and Phoenix, harmony between heaven and man, and 
striving for romance.
Chu culture and Fenghuang local culture's blend, Miao culture and Han culture's 
fusion, forming a unique Fenghuang regional culture14).
11) . [D]. ,2007.唐晴晖 湘西苗族文化变迁研究 西北农林科技大学
12) . [D]. ,2016.张晓利 从巴代祭祀辞看湘西苗族的文化生态 吉首大学
13) 'Wu( )' refers to a kind of medium between God and man, which can also be said to be a kind 巫
of psychic profession. The birthplace of 'Wu Culture(witch culture)' is 'Wuxian State', which is 
located at the foot of Wushan mountain. And 'Miaowu culture' is the combination of Miao culture 
and this kind of witch culture.
14) . [D]. ,2016.郭羽莹 凤凰古镇苗族民俗旅游文化建设研究 中南林业科技大学
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2.2.3 Worship
     The historical migration of the Miao nationality has deposited a profound 
cultural heritage, and the culture absorbed along the way has been integrated 
into the Miao culture. The worship of ancestors, the worship of gods and the 
love of nature have created the unique culture of the Miao nationality. Miao 
people live in closed mountains, so that the original religious forms, including 
nature worship, totem worship, ghost worship and ancestor worship, are still 
preserved and inherited15).
  1) Nature Worship 
     Miao people live in the environment of mountains and rivers. They are in 
close contact with nature and feel the infinite changes of nature. And they 
believe that both natural things and natural phenomena have the supreme spirit, 
and they personify the material of nature, endow thoughts and feelings, and 
worship. Miao people believe in the idea of "unity of heaven and man" and "all 
things have spirit". They mainly worship mountains and rivers, sun, moon and 
stars, animals and plants, etc16).
  2) Totem Worship
     There are many kinds of totems worshipped by Miao people because of 
their various branches and wide distribution. Such as maple, butterfly, god dog 
(Panhu盘瓠), dragon, bird, eagle, bamboo, etc. Miao ancestors in Southeastern 
Guizhou worshipped Maple as a totem, believing that their ancestors originated 
from maple; in addition, they regarded butterfly as a totem, believing that 
Jiangyang(姜央), their ancestor, was born of "butterfly mother". Panhu is also 
15) http://www.gov.cn/test/2006-04/11/content_250896.htm
16) . [D]. ,2011.周金娟 湘西苗族服饰刺绣纹样形式语言研究 湖南工业大学
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the totem of Miao ancestors in the border areas of Hunan, Hubei, Sichuan and 
Guizhou. Among them, the totem worship of butterfly mother is the common 
totem symbol of Miao nationality17).
  3) Ancestor Worship
     In Miao nationality, ancestor worship shows the memory of history and 
the reverence of ancestors. There are not only the ancestors of each family, but 
also the common leaders of Fuxi(伏羲), Nuwa(女娲) and Jiuli tribe, Chiyou(蚩
尤). Miao Nationality in Xiangxi worships Nuo Gong(傩公) and Nuo Mu(傩
母), which represent Fuxi and Nuwa in the legend. When the Miao people meet 
with adversity or disaster, they should make a wish to pay the God of Nuo and 
call it ‘return Nuo wish(还傩愿)’. In order to show their reverence for their 
ancestors, witches performed various kinds of rituals, singing Nuo songs, 
dancing Nuo dances and performing Nuo opera. ‘Returning Nuo wish’ is one of 
the most ceremonious sacrificial activities of Miao people in Xiangxi18).
  4) Ghost Worship
     Miao people believe in ghosts and witches for a long time. They believe 
in many ghosts and gods. In ancient times, there were "thirty-six gods and 
seventy-two ghosts". They divide ghosts into two categories, good and evil: 
they think that good gods can bless people, so they should offer sacrifices 
frequently, while evil spirits are responsible for people's misfortunes, and they 
should pray for solutions and expel them. In order to achieve this goal, it is 
necessary to practice witchcraft through witches.
17) . [D]. ,2015.刘理 湘西苗族服饰中蝴蝶纹样的美学特征研究 湖南师范大学
18) . [D]. ,2007.唐晴晖 湘西苗族文化变迁研究 西北农林科技大学
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2.2.4 Miao Costume
     Miao is a nation without unified characters, and Miao costumes are the 
wordless documents of Miao's survival and development, known as 'the history 
books on the body'. All these are embroidered on Miao costumes by Miao 
women's skillful hands. Through the patterns of Miao costumes, we can find 
the hidden historical myths and religious information of Miao people19).
     In addition, the Qing Dynasty defined the Miao Nationality in Western 
Hunan as "red Miao" for historical reasons. In the 'Annotation of Baimiao 
Map'(百苗图校释), the clothing in this area is described as follows: 'the 
clothing is made of mottled silk and the female workers take it as their ，
business'(衣用斑丝织成 女工以此为务， ). Among them, ‘mottled’ is the 
transliteration of ‘flower’ in Miao language, which means multicolored silk. It 
can be seen that at that time, the Miao nationality mainly made clothes in red 
color, and the clothes woven with mottled silk have implied the fashion of red 
fashion20).
     But after a long period of national migration and integration, especially 
after ‘changing the land to return to the current(改土归流)’21), this kind of 
clothing gradually disappeared. Today's clothing is generally blue based, 
showing the style characteristics of still green and colorful decorative colors. 
Indigo(Figure 2-1)22) is often used to dye homespun cloth into cyan blue23).
19) . [D]. ,2016.郭羽莹 凤凰古镇苗族民俗旅游文化建设研究 中南林业科技大学
20) . [M]. : ,2007.李汉林百苗图校释 贵阳贵州民族出版社
21) “ ” Change the chieftain system to the current official system. In the Qing Dynasty, the ：改土归流
chieftain who ruled the ethnic minorities in the southwest region was abolished and replaced by the 
central government of the imperial court, which appointed officials and set up prefectures and 
counties. To promote the disintegration of the traditional closed society of the Miao nationality has 
deepened the influence and penetration of the advanced economic culture of the Han nationality in 
the mainland on the Miao Nationality in Western Hunan.
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22) There are two kinds of indigo, artificial and natural. In Western Hunan, Indigo is mainly planted in 
black sand soil. In the first lunar month of the first year, deep field soil is dug to plant indigo 
seedlings, fertilize and weed. The autumn White Dew Festival can grow mature, and the old leaves 
are removed. Before the frost falls, harvest with a knife.
23) . [D]. ,2016.王丹 湘西苗族装饰图案传承与创新 昆明理工大学
[Figure 2-2] Women of Miao Nationality 
[Figure 2-1] Indigo and Indigo product
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     Miao costumes are divided into splendid costumes and regular costumes. 
Splendid costumes are exquisite clothes worn during the Spring Festival or 
when visiting relatives and friends. Regular clothes are the clothes worn in the  
daily life. They are relatively simple. Women like to wrap flower 
handkerchiefs. They wrap their heads in dozens of circles, most of which are 
20. The beauty of a handkerchief is its height. It's strange because of its height. 
It looks like a bucket, so it's also called a flower bucket handkerchief(Figure 
2-2)24).
2.2.5 Miao Embroidery Pattern
     Miao embroidery pattern not only has decorative function, but also is an 
important carrier of Miao cultural connotation. The rich Miao cultural 
connotation was put into the embroidery pattern. Because the Miao people have 
no writing, they can only pass on the history and culture, religious beliefs, 
myths and stories of the Miao people from generation to generation in other 
forms. Such as: oral, singing and dancing, batik, embroidery and other forms. 
Therefore, in many Miao embroidery patterns in Western Hunan have some 
certain symbolic significance25). The following are representative:
  1) 'Mimai'(弥埋) and 'Langwu'(浪务)
     These two patterns are widely used in the lace of Miao embroidery in 
Xiangxi area, and they are regarded as the national emblem. No matter where 
Miao people meet, if they see the "Mimai" or "Langwu" decorations(Figure 2-
3)26) on each other's clothes that they will know they are clansmen27). These 
24) . [D]. ,2007.唐晴晖 湘西苗族文化变迁研究 西北农林科技大学
25) . [D]. ,2018.黄波 基于当下审美取向的湘西苗族刺绣图案创新应用研究 云南师范大学
26) . [M]. . . 2006:97田鲁 艺苑奇葩——苗族刺绣艺术解读 合肥安徽合肥工业大学出版社
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two patterns are called 'Naiben'(乃本), which means "mother flower". and they 
are also the basis of the Miao costume decorative pattern28).
     "Mimai" is made up of many abstract horses connected with each other, 
running across the river. In the local Miao language, 'Da Mai Dang Wu'(大埋当
务) means "flying horses across the river". This pattern means that when Miao 
ancestors migrated from north to south, they rode over mountains and rivers to 
settle here. "Langwu" pattern is composed of two white horizontal bands with 
broken lines, interspersed with some small star patterns, a row of flower 
clusters and straight lines representing dense forests. It describes the Miao 
ancestors who were lived in the Yangtze River and the Yellow River Basin, 
where the soil and water were fertile, green and jungle29).
  2) Butterfly Pattern
     Among the common Miao embroidery patterns, butterfly pattern(Figure 
2-4) is very common. This pattern comes from the Miao legend of "butterfly 
mother" myth, so the butterfly pattern is embroidered on the clothes to express 
the worship of ancestors. At the same time, it also symbolizes the meaning of 
love, reproduction, life and so on. Butterfly patterns are often combined with 
27) . [D]. ,2012.刘芳君 湘西苗绣装饰纹样初探 苏州大学
28) .“ ” [J]. ,2009,7(02):63-65.杨青香 写意性 的图案纹样——苗族刺绣 新疆艺术学院学报
29) . [M]. . , 2006:21田鲁艺苑奇葩——苗族刺绣艺术解读 合肥安徽合肥工业大学出版社
[Figure 2-3] 'Wumai' and 'Langwu' pattern
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other auspicious patterns, such as pomegranate, peach blossom, dragon and 
Phoenix, bat, etc30).
  3) Geometric Pattern(Figure 2-5)
     In Miao embroidery, there are many traditional patterns, such as ' ' 卍
pattern, horn pattern, palisade pattern, cloud pattern and water wave pattern 
which are on behalf of auspicious moral31). There are also squares or ' ' in 田
continuous arrangement, and then in the space, dotted with small patterns to fill 
the picture, or diamond, cross, vortex, etc. These patterns have a rational 
beauty, mostly traditional patterns, so little change. There are also symbolic 
geometric symbols, such as ' ' for rural areas, ' ' for housing towns, 'Z' for 凸◇
rivers, ' ' and ' ' for rivers.∾ ≌
30) . [J]. , 2017.潘梅 苗族刺绣中传统图案的应用研究——以湘西地区为例 明日风尚
31) . [D]. ,2018.黄波 基于当下审美取向的湘西苗族刺绣图案创新应用研究 云南师范大学
[Figure 2-4] Butterly patterns
[Figure 2-5] Geometric pattern
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2.2.6 Miao Ancient Songs
     The Miao ancient song is an epic created by the Miao ancient ancestors 
in their long-term productive labor, and called as 'living history on the lips'. 
Miao ancient songs and lyrics are the main carrier of Miao myth and history, 
also known as Miao epic. Its contents include everything from the birth of the 
universe, the origin of human beings and species, the opening up of the world, 
the great flood in the early people's period, to the great migration of the Miao 
nationality, the ancient social system and daily production and life of the Miao 
nationality, etc. And it has become a collection of the ancient myths of the 
Miao nationality32).
     The whole epic takes the oral mind as the inheritance means. The whole 
poem belongs to the five character structure and rhymes with Miao rhyme, with 
more than 15,000 lines. It has shaped more than 100 people with names, and 
is full of romanticism and idealism. According to the ancient songs of Miao 
nationality, the ancestors of Miao nationality were produced by the butterfly 
mother growing from the heart of maple tree33).
     The ancient songs preserved a complete cultural system of Miao people's 
living state, which showed the philosophy of all things have spirit, life is 
sacred, all beings are equal, people and nature coexist and flourish and develop 
harmoniously, which is closely related to the production, life, thoughts and 
feelings of Miao people. Because the Miao people have no writing of their 
own, the ancient songs actually have the function of inheriting the national 
history34).
32) . [D]. , 2009.王竹青 湘西苗歌与民俗文化初探 湖南师范大学
33) , , . [J]. , 2009, 37(5):2134-2135.马山俊 段晓梅 樊国盛 黔东南苗族村寨植物特色研究 安徽农业科学
34) . [D]. ,2007.唐晴晖 湘西苗族文化变迁研究 西北农林科技大学
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2.2.7 Miao-style Silver
     In ancient times, silver could be used for currency circulation. Influenced 
by the war, Miao people had no fixed place. For the convenience of carrying, 
Miao people changed their savings into silver, and then made silver into 
ornaments to wear. At the same time, the decorative patterns are used to record 
the Miao people's experiences and express their emotions35).
     The Miao nationality settled in the areas where silver mines were 
produced in history, which contributed to the rise and development of Miao 
silver culture. In the ancient song of Miao nationality, the article ‘transporting 
gold and silver’ focuses on the scene of transporting gold and silver by Miao 
ancestors, which reflects the fact that silver is abundant in Miao ancestors' 
settlements. Most of the silver materials used by Miao people in Xiangxi for 
making silver ornaments came from silver ingots scattered among the people in 
the Qing Dynasty and the Republic of China, as well as some early silver 
ingots. Now, the country allocates a certain amount of silver to supplement the 
needs of silver jewelry making every year, so that the silver jewelry making 
process can be inherited and developed36).
2.3 Conservation Planning Principle(2018)
     The formulation of conservation planning is conducive to the effective 
protection of urban and rural historic and cultural heritage. In order to ensure 
the scientific, reasonable and effective conservation planning of historic and 
35) . [D]. ,2016.郭羽莹 凤凰古镇苗族民俗旅游文化建设研究 中南林业科技大学
36) . [D]. .田爱华 湘西苗族银饰艺术的审美价值研究 浙江师范大学
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cultural cities, the following principles should be followed:
  1) Scientific - Overall planning, Construction, Administration
     Based on the overall protection and the people-oriented, balancing the 
relationship between protection and construction. And coordinating economic 
and social development to achieve the common progress of material civilization 
and spiritual civilization37). Relevant departments should strengthen the guidance 
and supervision of the protection, construction and management of historical 
and cultural cities to achieve unified planning and management.  
  2) Continuity - Rational utilization, Sustainable Development
     Integrity refers that investigating the former and current situation of 
historic and cultural cities, excavating the historic and cultural resources, 
researching and analysis the cultural connotation, value and characteristics to 
adherence to the principle of overall protection.
     On the basis of effective protection of historic and cultural heritage, 
improving the urban environment to adapt the modern material and spiritual 
needs, and enhance the cultural characteristics and vitality of the city, finally 
promoting the comprehensive, coordinated and sustainable development of the 
urban economy and society.
     At the same time, considering the value orientation of residents and the 
basic needs of daily life. Make the construction and development of the city 
meet the requirements of modern production and life38).According to the 
protection policy, the population should be controlled and it needs to improve 
the infrastructure, public service facilities and living environment.
37) . [D]. ,2016.张心 城市遗产保护的人本视角研究 山东大学
38) . [J]. ,2012,19(09):5-11.张松历史文化名城保护的制度特征与现实挑战 城市发展研究
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  3) Authenticity Real vectors– 
     Authenticity requires the protection of historic cities that the construction 
process should be inherently united with its material entities, and it should be 
diachronic. The historic cities inhabited should not be overemphasized to protect 
old buildings and sacrifice the comfort and creativity of the urban environment. 
They need a coordinated development39).
     It is impossible to blindly build antique buildings for protection, or add 
modern elements without any principles. Only by balancing the relationship 
with old and new to access to the people’s needs of their life, which can reflect 
the city’s true style40).
  4) Integrity - Historic environment
     Famous historical and cultural cities, towns and villages should be 
protected as a whole, and maintain the traditional pattern, historical style and 
spatial scale. For example, the appearance and green landscape of the increased 
and decreased facilities in historical and cultural blocks should meet the 
protection requirements of historical features.
2.4 Tourism Development Plan(2014-2023)
2.4.1 Present Situation 
     The tourism market of Fenghuang county is ahead of other areas in 
Xiangxi Prefecture. In 2015, the total number of tourists exceeded 10 million, 
and it is expected to reach 15 million in 2020. Fenghuang tourism market is 
39) . [D]. ,2006.谭卫 历史古城的保护开发与中国城市发展 暨南大学
40) . [D]. ,2012.蔡鑫 凤凰古城风貌保护与可持续利用研究 湖南农业大学
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characterized by tourism oriented, low consumption capacity, single tourism 
products and short stay time of tourists.
2.4.2 Planning for Development
     This plan will focus on Fenghuang ancient city, highlighting the 
characteristics of the ancient city's history and culture, beautiful scenery of 
rivers and mountains, cultural and artistic atmosphere, and non-night vitality. 
And from the original sightseeing oriented tourism to leisure, culture, 
experience transition, to create a "living ancient town", and ultimately build a 
diversified, national characteristics of the tourism city. In view of the future 
development of Fenghuang ancient city, the following planning suggestions are 
put forward:
  1) Environmental protection and control project
     Keeping the original residents, protecting the original streets, promoting 
traditional culture, and protecting the original features and cultural heritage of 
the ancient city. 
     Demolishing the building decoration which is not in harmony with the 
ancient city style, including the unqualified shops' doors and windows and 
signboards, illegal construction, buildings higher than the height limit or too 
modern. 
     Greening and decorating the ancient city block and beautifying the block 
environment.
  2) Infrastructure improvement project
     Public toilets and garbage collection stations will be set up in the ancient 
city to strengthen the coordination between garbage bins and the surrounding 
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cultural environment and establish a clean and sanitary tourism image.
     Through the characteristic lighting system and facilities, the lighting 
project is implemented to create a "Moonlight economy" with the ancient city 
as the core.
     In Fenghuang ancient city scenic area, planning and setting open spaces 
which integrate the surrounding culture and ecological environment, and 
improve the beauty of the landscape.
     Enhancing outdoor entertainment on both sides of the Tuojiang River, and 
enriching the commercial leisure dominated by Dongzheng street and other 
characteristic commercial streets.
  3) Tourism product upgrading project
     Creating beautiful scenic spots, cleaning the Tuojiang River waterscape, 
beautifying and decorating street view with flowers and green plants, and 
continuing the lighting project of Tuojiang River scenery with night view. 
Improving the existing viewing platform and visual effect. Through the 
introduction of valuable exhibits with strong visibility, innovation of exhibition 
methods, increase of interactive experience and other measures, to create the 
core attraction of ancient city tourism products.
  4) Leisure experience innovation project
     Increasing public leisure facilities. For example: according to the actual 
needs, small leisure squares will be opened at Beimen Wharf and Shuimen 
Wharf. Enriching the business leisure shops, and add the antique style leisure 
shops in the blocks. And planning entertainment experience activities to 
enhance the interaction of tourism.
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2.5 Case Study
2.5.1 Kangzhai Alley( )宽窄巷子
     Kuanzhai alley(Figure 2-6) is located near Changshun street, Qingyang 
District, Chengdu City, Sichuan Province. It is composed of Kuan alley, Zhai 
alley and Jing( ) alley井 41), which are all antique quadrangles of Qingdai bricks 
and tiles. It is also a relatively large-scale ancient street of Qing Dynasty left in 
Chengdu. Together with Daci Temple and Wenshu courtyard, Kuanzhai alley is 
called the three historic and cultural city protection blocks of Chengdu42).
     Kuanzhai alley historical and cultural protection zone is a whole 
composed of streets, courtyards, buildings, decorative components, landscaping, 
and other historical elements. Historical information must be completely 
protected and displayed, that is, the four in one protection of streets, courtyards, 
buildings and decorations, which not only protects the original material form, 
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[Figure 2-6] Images of Kuanzhai alley
[Figure 2-7] Landscape planning and design of Kuanzhai alley
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2.5.2 Main Entrance Space of Jizhou Kiln National Archaeological Site Park
     Located at the entrance of Yonghe ancient town in Jiangxi province, the 
project is adjacent to the Jizhou kiln national archaeological park and 749 
county road and Jizhou kiln tourist service center to the south. As the main 
entrance portal space of Jizhou kiln national archaeological site park, the project 
aims to create a comprehensive cultural leisure square integrating sightseeing, 
distribution and exhibition, and become an important landmark of Yonghe town 
and a display platform of Jizhou kiln culture45).
     This design showed the historical story and shaped the spirit of the place. 
According to the historical data contained in 'Dongchangzhi'(《东昌志 ), the 》
project will sort out the development process of Yonghe, and extract the 
development, prosperity, and turning of Yonghe Ancient Town from the 
historical scrolls, and connect the history of the rise and fall of Jizhou Kiln, 
Shangyu Culture, College Culture, and Xianxian Yishi. And other content, 
vividly displayed in five groups of cast copper scene sculptures(Figure 2-9).
45)https://www.gooood.cn/main-entrance-and-public-landscape-art-design-of-jizhou-kiln-china-by-egs-shanghai-
pudong-architectural-design-and-research-institute.htm
[Figure 2-8] Images of main entrance space
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     What's more, this design created the environment atmosphere, and 
continue the memory of the place. On the basis of site conditions, the project 
strives to continue the local features of ancient villages and towns and create 
rich landscape experience. The existing water pool is retained, and the main 
water surface is connected with small lotus pond by means of water drop 
treatment, small bridge above flowing clear water. Retain the ancient camphor 
[Figure 2-9] Image of cast copper scene sculptures
[Figure 2-10] Sector design of main entrance space
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trees in the site, combined with the three-fold grass porch at the side of lotus 
pond and the tufted saggar fragment rammed earth low wall, green trees shade 
long in summer(Figure 2-10).
2.5.3 Square Near the Kremlin Walls
     It was important for architects to preserve the identity of the historical 
place when working with the small square near the walls of the Kremlin in 
Kolomna(a small Russian town located three hours of Moscow). That is why a 
clinker brick imitating the brick from the Kremlin wall is used in the paving. 
The shape of wooden lamps(Figure 2-11) for the landscape lighting is taken 
from the elements of the Kremlin towers.
     Landscaping is a unique feature for the new space: the brick paving 
gradually transitions into the fresh lawn, and the preserved mature trees provide 
comfortable shade. In the evening, the space is transformed by the built-in spot 
lighting. The square with a scattering of lights against the background of the 
Kremlin wall becomes a new 'wanna see' attraction in the tourist route of 
Kolomna.
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[Figure 2-11] Design of wooden lamps
[Figure 2-12] Images and plan of small square
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Chapter 3 Site Conditions Analysis
3.1 General Condition
3.1.1 Position and Accessibility 
     Fenghuang County, at the southwest corner of the Xiangxi Tujia and 
Miao Autonomous Prefecture of Western Hunan Province(Figure 3-1), which 
borders Luxi County (east , Jishou City and Huayuan County (north), Mayang ）
Miao Autonomous County(south) and Songtao Miao Autonomous County(wes
t)46). The geographical coordinates are between 109°18 109°48 east longitude ′ ′ －
and 27°44 28°19 north latitude. It is 50 km wide from east to west, with a ′ ′ －
total area of 1759.1 km2. And the area is about 0.84% of Hunan Province, 
accounting, and 8.12% of the area of the whole Autonomous Prefecture. 
Fenghuang ancient city is located in Tuojiang Town47), with a total land area of 
about 10 square kilometers48).
    Fenghuang county has a developed transportation(Figure 3-2) between 
Hunan and Guizhou Province. Taking this county as the center, it is 53 
kilometers away from the prefecture capital of Xiangxi Tujia and Miao 
Autonomous Prefecture, 92 kilometers away from the railway transportation 
hub -Huaihua City, and 60 kilometers away from Tongren City, Guizhou 
Province. National Roads G209, G352, G354 and Jiaoliu Railway run 
46) http://www.fhzf.gov.cn/zjfh/fhgk/201706/t20170601_695713.html
47) Tuojiang town is located in Fenghuang County, and is the residence of the people's Government of 
Fenghuang County that has been the administrative center of Fenghuang County since the Qing 
Dynasty. And it was originally named Zhengan Town. But in the year of the Republic of China 
(1942), it was renamed Tuojiang town because Tuojiang River flowing through the town. 
48) https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E5%87%A4%E5%87%B0%E5%8F%A4%E5%9F%8E/8138
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through the whole county's territory49). What's more, there are two optional 
airports around this county, which named Tongren Fenghuang Airport (27 
kilometers away) and Zhangjiajie Lotus Airport (280 kilometers away).
     As there is no railway station near Fenghuang ancient city, you need to 
transfer from the airport or the nearby railway station to take a bus to access 
to Fenghuang county. And after arriving in the county, you can take bus, taxi 
or bike to Fenghuang ancient city.
49) http://www.fhzf.gov.cn/zjfh/fhgk/201403/t20140301_309102.html
[Figure 3-1] Detail site location
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[Figure 3-2] Transportation and access
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3.1.2 Geomorphological Features
     The terrain of Fenghuang county 
is complex. The valley and hilly area 
in the east and southeast corner is the 
first step. It is mainly composed of 
low mountains and high hills, and it 
also has downland and a part of the 
valley plain. The surface is cut and 
broken, and the valley is narrow and 
steep. Generally, the altitude is below 
500m, including Lan Ziping, Jixin, 
Mu Jiangping, Guanzhuang, Nanhua 
mountain, Xinchang, Liao Jiaqiao, 
Shui Datian, Linfeng, Tuojiang town, 
etc. And the lowest is Zhu Ziao, Shui Datian, with an altitude of 170m. The 
surface material is mainly red rock with some limestone and shale. 
     The middle zone from northeast to southwest is the second step, with an 
altitude of 500-800 meters, including Ziyan, Chatian, A Laying, Luo Chaojing, 
Machong, Duli, Qian Gongping, Shanjiang, Muli, and a part of the San 
Gongqiao. It is mainly composed of middle and low mountains and middle and 
low mountain plateau. The terrain is relatively flat and open, and small valley 
has gentle slope. Also there are many long fields, wide limestone, and many 
Tiankeng karst caves. 
     The third step is in the northwest areas that elevations are more than 800 
meters, including Miliang, Liubo, Heku, Lianglin, Laer mountain and a part of 
[Figure 3-3] Terrain
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the San Gongqiao. In these places, The 95% surface composition of matter are 
limestones. Also, this step, with gentle surface relief, which slopes are 5-20 
degrees. What's more, it is in the edge zone, there are continuous peaks, deep 
valleys and steep slopes50). 
3.1.3 Water Systems
     Fenghuang County water system belongs to the Yangtze River system, 
which is traced back to Yuan river system through Dongting Lake, and then to 
Wushui or Chenshui river system. There are 156 rivers and ditches in the 
county, with a total length of 709 km. From southwest to northeast, there are 
40 rivers with a drainage area of more than 10 square kilometers or main 
stream length of more than 5 kilometers(Figure 3-6). 
     Tuojiang River is the largest river in this county. It is the first-class 
branch of Wushui system. From the west to the East, Tuojiang River crosses 
50) Atlas of Geographic Conditions about Fenghuang Country. (2018)
[Figure 3-4] Slope [Figure 3-5] Elevation
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the central area of this county and flows through Laer mountain, Machong, 
Luo-Chaojin, Duli, Tuojiang Town, Guanzhuang, Mujiangping and so on. It is 
96.9 kilometers long and 732.42 square kilometers in the county. The annual 
average flow is 11.89 m3/s, and the natural height difference is 533m.
     Tuojiang River in Fenghuang 
ancient city is located in the 
middle and lower reaches of the 
whole Tuojiang River. According 
to the monitoring of Fenghuang 
ancient city hydrological station (at 
the Beimen Wharf), the highest 
water level of Tuojiang River is 
307.52m (July 15, 2014), the usual 
water level is 301.00m, and the 
lowest water level is 300.50m. The 
water depth is gradually deepened 
from the edge of the river to the 
center of the river, ranging from 0 
to 3 meters. With gullies deepening, the average depth is about 1.5m. Like a 
flood, the water depth is different.
    [Figure 3-6] Length and areas of   
             rivers (Fenghuang,2015)
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3.1.4 Climate
     Fenghuang County has a subtropical monsoon humid climate, but 
Zhongshan Mountain in the Northwest has a subtropical nature. Due to the 
different terrain between the northwest and the southeast, the temperature 
difference between the cold mountain area and the warmer area is generally 5- 
6 , and the solar term difference is about 15 days.℃
     This county is located at the edge of the national cloudy central area, 
with an annual average cloud amount of more than 80% and an annual average 
fog day of 35 days. Therefore, the sunshine is less, and it is located in the 
national low illumination central area and the low value central area in 
Northwest Xiangxi area, but it is still sufficient to meet the needs of normal 
crop growth.
     Then the county is located in the low-temperature area of Western 
Xiangxi, with an annual average temperature of 15.9 degrees, with an annual 
average sunshine difference of 8.3 degrees.
     Also, it is located in the east side of the Yunnan Guizhou Plateau, where 
the average rainfall over the years is only 1308.1mm, the annual rainfall is the 
least in the state, and it is also one of the province's rainless areas.
[Figure 3-7] Water section of wet and dry seasons
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     What's more, this county is windy northerly in winter and southerly in 
summer. Therefore, influenced by the atmospheric circulation, it is the most 
obvious monsoon circulation51).
3.1.5 Land Use Planning
     As shown in the figure 3-8, the planning land use of Fenghuang ancient 
city is mainly residential area, followed by commercial land, square, 
administrative and educational land.
3.1.6 Land Use
     In Fenghuang ancient city scenic spot, most of the areas have been used 
for business, such as: hostels, restaurants, clothing rental shops, jewelry stores, 
entertainment facilities, bars, etc. Most of the residential land is for commercial 
51) http://www.fhzf.gov.cn/zjfh/fhgk/201706/t20170601_695710.html
[Figure 3-8] Land use planning (2009-2020)
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and residential use, or concentrated outside the scenic area. There are also 
ancient city features in the scenic area.
3.2 Research of Resources
3.2.1 Fenghuang's History
     Fenghuang County has a long history as a place where ethnic minorities 
live. Among these minorities, Miao nationality is the local nationality, and Tujia 
nationality mostly immigrated as troops. According to 'the records of Fenghuang 
Office', before Xia, Shang, Yin and Zhou Dynasty, there were the 'Savage Miao 
people lived in Wuling mountain(武山苗蛮)'.
[Figure 3-9] Land use
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     In 278 BC, during the Spring and Autumn Period and the Warring States 
Period, Fenghuang was the territory of Chu State. After the Qin Dynasty 
destroyed Chu, Chinese Culture became the mainstream culture of Chu. In the 
second year of Yonglong in the Tang Dynasty (681 A.D.), Wu Tongsi City was 
built here. It is the first Tang City in Fenghuang's history. In the 35th year of 
Jiajing (1556 A.D.) of the Ming Dynasty, the Fenghuang ancient city was given 
up the former soil features and was built a new stone city. During the Qianlong 
and Jiaqing dynasties, the ancient city was expanded twice, covering an area of 
300,000 square meters. Up to now, only the East Gate (Shengheng gate) and 
the north gate (Bihui gate) have been preserved(Figure 3-10). In the second 
year of the Republic of China (1913), it was officially called Fenghuang 
County, which has lasted till now.
   [Figure 3-10] Old map of Fenghuang Ancient City 
(From: <Records of Fenghuang Ting>. (《凤凰厅志 ))》
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3.2.2 Fengshui( )风水
     For thousands of years, the ancients had been looking for the most 
suitable place to live. Through the accumulation of long-term practical 
experience, a complete set of method system has been formed, which is the 
‘Fengshui’ theory in ancient China52). As an ancient landscape evaluation 
system53), ‘Fengshui’ was a way to adapt to the uncertain environment, 
including the interpretation of the environment and pursuing good fortune and 
avoiding disaster. Specifically, Fengshui concept mainly affected the site 
selection, layout and architectural landscape on Fenghuang ancient city.
     Fenghuang ancient city presents a relatively closed space model with 
mountains surrounded by water, wide and flat city base, tightly locked water 
outlet, which better meets the essence of fengshui, and the landform conforms 
to the ideal model of ancient Fengshui(Figure 3-11)54). It can be seen that 
52) . [D]. ,2006.龙曦 凤凰古城景观特质探析 重庆大学
53) . . . 2006 .于希贤 风水论坛 中国国家地理杂志 年第一期
54) . [D]. ,2006.刘畅 湘西凤凰古城的景观保护和旅游发展 北京林业大学
    [Figure 3-11] Landscape mode diagram about Fenghshui
    (Source showed on footnote No.52)
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under the guidance of the Fengshui concept that traditional culture‘unity of man 
and nature’, the ancient city has obtained a good ecological and aesthetic 
geographical environment, formed a great urban spatial pattern landscape, which 
laid a solid foundation for the ecological landscape image of Fenghuang ancient 
city.
3.2.3 Material Culture Heritage
     Fenghuang ancient city has a history more than 400 years and the largest 
number of cultural relics and buildings in Southwest China. The ancient 
buildings - East Gate and North Gate are still in existence. And there are many 
ancient stone streets, and Hanging houses beside the river, as well as Yangjia 






    Hongqiao is located at the east gate of 
Fenghuang ancient city. It was built in 
Hongwu Period of Ming Dynasty. The 
bridge deck is hump type, and it crosses 
Tuojiang River just like 'Rainbow lying on 
waves', so it was called 'lying on Rainbow
(卧虹桥)'. The bridge runs from north to 
south and was built by red sandstone, which 
was restored in 2000. In 2011, it was 
established as a cultural relics protection unit 
in Hunan Province.
 [Table 3-1] Introduction of building resources 
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2
City Tower of 
East Gate
(东门城楼)
    City Tower of East Gate is located in 
the east of the city, close to Tuojiang 
River, formerly known as 'shengheng 
men', which is one of the four gates of 
the Fenghuang ancient city. City Tower of 
East Gate was built in 1715. The lower 
part of the gate is made of red sandstone, 





    Wanming tower is located on the 
bank of Tuojiang River under Qinglong 
mountain (Bajiao tower). It was built in 
Jiaqing period of Qing Dynasty and is a 
three-level hexagonal brick tower. The 
tower, originally was wooden construction, 
but was demolished in the 1960s. Then it 
was rebuilt in the 1980s, and is made of 
modern building materials. And now it is 
seven level hexagonal brick tower.
4
City Tower of 
North Gate
( )北门城楼
  City Tower of North Gate was built in 
the Ming Dynasty. In the 35th year of 
Jiajing (1556), a soil city tower was 
transformed into a brick one. In 1715, the 
brick city tower was transformed into a 
stone one, and the north gate was named 
"Bihui Gate", which has been preserved till 
now. City Tower of North Gate was built of 
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local red sand strip stone and the gate 
shaped as half moon arch. The two gates 
were wrapped in iron sheet and riveted 
tightly with big  head nails. The city tower's 
building was built with green bricks. The 
outer side of the city tower has two 
shooting holes, four for each floor, which 
can control and defend the 180 degree plane 
outside the gate. City Towers of North Gate 
and East Gate were connected by the city 
wall. They have both military defence 
function and urban flood control function, 





  Former Residence of Shen Congwen is 
located in Zhongying Street and it is a 
typical ancient courtyard in the south area. 
On December 28, 1902, Mr. Shen was born 
here. This house is a flat building with 
bucket type of wood structure and sealed 
with firebricks. In 1991, the former 
residence was listed as a cultural relic 
protection unit in Hunan Province, which is 
one of the famous cultural landscapes in 
Fenghuang County. On May 25, 2006, it 
was approved by the State Council to be 
listed in the sixth batch of National Key 






  Yang’s ancestral temple is one of the 
24 ancestral temples in Fenghuang 
County, and also the only one in the 
ancient city. It was built in the 16th year 
of Daoguang (1836). And it has a 
quadrangle wood structure, two floors, 
covering an area of 770 square meters. It 
is composed of a gate, a stage, a 
pavilion, a gallery room and a main hall, 
which is rectangular. The whole 
construction is rich in Yang's national 
characteristics, and is also a key cultural 




  Wanshou Palace is located in the 
beautiful sand bay outside the east gate of 
Fenghuang ancient city. It was built in 
1755 by Jiangxi people who was doing 
business in Fenghuang. The building of 
Wanhou Palace has a large scale, 
exquisite and unique design, and exquisite 
carving, which can be regarded as a great 
architectural art.
8 Former Residence 
of Xiong Xiling
  Xiong Xiling's former residence is 
located in an alley in the northern 
Wenxing street of Fenghuang ancient city. 
It is a quadrangle Southern ancient 
wooden tile structure, which is relatively 
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( )熊希龄故居
small but very delicate. The existing four 
houses are basically original and full of 
Miao national flavor. And the former 
residence is a key cultural relics 




  Chongde hall is a typical southern 
courtyard, which was built in 1884. Pei 
Shoulu, a native of Fengcheng, Jiangxi 
Province, came to Phoenix to do business, 





  Hanging house is one of the ancient 
buildings with Miao architectural features 
in Fenghuang ancient city. The total 
length of the buildings is 240 meters, 
belonging to the architecture of the Qing 
Dynasty and the early Republic of China. 
This kind of building has functions of 
ventilation and dampproof, and protection 
at summer and winter, which is the 
unique architectural technology of Miao 
nationality, with high technological 
aesthetic and cultural relics research value.
11
  Chen's ancestral hall is a typical 
quadrangle building: the main hall in the 
west, the stage in the east and the 





a total area of 540 square meters. Chen's 
ancestral hall was built in 1915 by Chen 
Bing and Chen Kaifan. In the 12th year 
of the Republic of China (1923), it was 
expanded by Chen Quzhen and his people 
to form today's scale. Its door walls are 
painted in vermilion, the same color as 
the red walls of the Imperial Palace in 
Beijing. In China's traditional culture, red 
wall is an authoritative and revered 
display. Excepting for royal buildings and 
temples with high status, red wall cannot 
be used in general. It can be seen that 
the builders of Chen's ancestral hall are 
not ordinary people. At the beginning of 
construction, they gave the authority and 






  Tian’s ancestral hall is located in Lao 
Yingshao Street on the north bank of 
Tuojiang River. Now we can see that this 
ancestral hall was built by Tian family in 
Qing Dynasty, and it has been 180 years. 
Tian’s ancestral hall covers an area of 
more than 2000 square meters. The 
building complex includes 12 houses that 
the main hall, left and right wing rooms, 
storehouses, kitchens, utility rooms, 
bedroom, ambulatory, living room, stage, 







  As we all know, Confucian temple is a 
place to sacrifice Confucius. So far, only 
Dacheng hall and two hundred-year-old 
osmanthus fragrans have been remained in 
the Confucian temple complex. In 2002, it 
was announced as a provincial cultural 
relics protection unit by the people's 
Government of Hunan Province. 
Fenghuang Confucian temple was built in 
1710, the 49th year of Kangxi in the 
Qing Dynasty. It was originally built as a 
school (called School Palace). Before, 
there was no public school in Fenghuang, 
and Fenghuang Confucian temple was the 
first public school there.
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[Figure 3-12] Images of Material Culture Heritages
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3.2.4 Traditional Local Landscapes
     Fenghuang ancient city has a geographical characteristic that closing with 
both water and mountains, and because Tuojiang River runs through the ancient 
city, the landscape of water space is a very important part of the overall 
landscape. Therefore, there are many unique landscapes such as Tiaoyan, 
waterwheel, wharf and so on. In this ancient city, there are also many stone 
elements, such as the northern and eastern city towers, ancient city wall, slate 





  Tiaoyan is located in the Tuojiang River 
outside the North Gate of Fenghuang ancient 
city. It was first built in 1704, the 43rd year 
of Kangxi in the Qing Dynasty. In the old 
days, it was one of the main passageways 
from the northeast into the Fenghuang 
ancient city. At the end of 1999, the people's 
Government of Fenghuang County restored it 
at its original site. The rocks are Up and 
down with two lines, which become a very 
national characteristics of a beautiful 
landscape.
2 Waterwheel
  The principle of the waterwheel is to drive 
the wheel to rotate through the water flow. 
Because the blade structure of the wheel has 
grooves, after the water flows into it, the 
water will be bailed out, and when it reaches 
 [Table 3-2] List of traditional local landscapes
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the highest position, it will be put into a 
pipe for people to use the river water 
conveniently. Waterwheel has a very regional 






  This street is slate street, formed in the 
Yuan and Ming Dynasties, and the existing 
pattern is from the Qing Dynasty. Fenghuang 
ancient city takes this street as the central 
axis, and there are countless alleys running 
through the whole city. Each lane also has 
its own charm. There are shops on both 





  The wall of this section of ancient city 
wall connects the north and east city tower. 
The old city wall has been completely 
destroyed, only has the rest of the wall base. 
In the 1970s, simple houses were even built 
on the damaged wall bases. It was not until 






  Beimen Wharf was built in the Tang 
Dynasty. It was repaired in 1982 and rebuilt 
in 2000. Now there is still a piece of stone 
on the south bank of Tuojiang River.
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3.2.5 Intangible Cultural Heritage
     In a long time, local residents have created a lot of valuable intangible 
cultural heritage which has been handed down to this day. It is not only the 
historical witness of this city, but also the crystallization of human wisdom. 
Through these, we can understand the other side of the ancient city.
[Figure 3-13] Images of traditional local landscapes
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  1) Traditional craftsmanship
Number Objects Characteristic
1 Batik
  Fenghuang Batik is primitive and simple. It 
can be divided into Tujia batik printed cloth 
and Miao batik printed cloth. Tujia batik 
printing pays attention to the purity of color 
matching and the intentional composition. The 
formed fabric is flowery and colorful. The 
format art style is special and pure, and the 
prominent technological feature is hot color. 
Miao batik printing pays attention to the purity 
of dyeing, not the beauty of carving, and the 
technological feature is cold color.
2 Tie-dye
  Tie-dye has a close relationship with Batik 
Art. It has special technical performance and 
shows the production of hand tie. With white 
wire rope, it ties up different patterns like 
birds, insects, and fish on pure white and 
smooth cloth. And they are put into prepared 
blue energy solution, and being soaked and 
boiled. And then they will be put in a place 
of ventilation and light transmission to dry the 
rope, and finally do some technical processing 
to prevent that falling off the foot, and the 
whole process is completed.
3
  Miao Embroidery refers to the embroidery 
skills handed down by Miao people. It is one 




of the unique manifestations of Miao history 
and culture, and the crystallization of Miao 
women's hard work and wisdom. In the aspect 
of shape, the patterns of embroidery use a lot 
of deformational and exaggerated techniques to 
show the creation myth and legend of Miao 
nationality, thus it forms the unique artistic 






  Miao silver has been the most important 
ornament and wedding product in Miao area. 
Its main feature is handmade with exquisite 
design and nice implication. The earliest silver 
decoration art of Miao nationality sprouted in 
the activity of witchcraft totem. Miao people 
believe that silver can drive away evil spirits 
and worship.
[Figure 3-14] Images of Intangible Cultural Heritage
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  April 8th Festival is the traditional festival of 
Miao nationality. On the eighth day of the fourth 
month of the lunar calendar is that for ancestor 
worship, heroes and reunion. On this day, people 
automatically gather at the predetermined place to 




  The sixth day of the sixth lunar month is the 
Miao traditional song festival. On this day, the 
young men and women from all directions all 
dress in traditional costumes and gather in the 
singing field, and playing Suona horn(唢呐) or 
flower drum. They make friends and communicate 
feelings with each other, and speak to each other 
with songs. They even sing songs for a good 
marriage. Therefore, this festival is also the love 




  Catch the Autumn Festival is held on the day of 
the first autumn of the lunar calendar or one or 
two days later to celebrate the harvest of the year. 
At the same time, it is also a festival for young 
people to show themselves. In the autumn field, 
according to the national habits, there are song 
counters, drum dancing platforms that all of them 
enjoy themselves.
 [Table 3-4] List of Miao's traditional festivals
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  It is usually held during the Spring Festival 
and other traditional festivals such as "June 6", 
"August 8" and "catch the autumn". Its activity 
form is that two people each hold two feet 
long drumsticks, stand on both sides of the 
drum and beat the drum at the same time, and 
another one holds a single stick and the middle 
of the drum waist for accompaniment. The 
rhythm of the two is required to be unified 





  The melody of the song is divided into 
ancient songs, love songs, flying songs (or big 
songs), funeral songs and sacrificial songs, each 
with its own characteristics. Flying songs are 
sung to each other between the two mountains, 
which can be divided into solo and duet. The 
mourning melody is sad and sorrowful, mostly 
solo. The sacrificial songs are solemn and 
serious. Some tunes have been handed down to 
this day. No or no accompaniment56).
3 Return Nuo 
Wish 
Opera
  Return Nuo Wish Opera has disappeared in 
most areas of China, but it still remains in the 
mountains of the border areas of Hunan, 
Hubei, Sichuan and Guizhou, especially in 
some ethnic minorities in the south, the west 










of Hunan, the west of Hubei and the border 
areas of Yunnan and Guizhou. Up to now, it 
still appears under the names of 'Return Nuo 
Wish', 'Nuotang Opera', 'Nuo Wish Opera', 
'Shenxi Opera', 'Shidao opera' and 'Duangong 
opera'. The most remarkable feature of return 
Nuo Wish is that all actors wear masks. In the 
ten years of Qianlong's reign in the Qing 
Dynasty, 'Yongshun County Annals' in Western 
Hunan recorded: 'If people pay gods, they will 
welcome Chenjun sorcerer to perform Nuo 
Opera... The performance of Nuo Opera, gongs 
and drums, people on paper.(永俗酬神 必迎辰，







  Tea Lantern Opera is a very influential 
traditional opera in Western Hunan. It was 
developed on the basis of ancient folk ditty, 
labor folk song and lantern dance, and it is 
showing the workers' celebration of the harvest, 
and is also a traditional folk musical that 
celebrates life and love58).
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3.2.6 Literary 
     'Border Town' is a medium-sized novel created by Shen Congwen. It took 
Chadong Town in 1930s as the background, described the unique local customs 
and human feelings of Xiangxi area with beautiful lyric poems and essays, and 
showed the kind human nature with the pure love story of Cuicui, a 
boatman(Figure 3-16)59). The most description of local customs and stories in 
this book came from Fenghuang ancient city. We can enjoy the old time 
scenery of the ancient city in this book. Because of the aesthetic art of Border 




[Figure 3-15] Images of traditional performance forms
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3.3 Site Field Trip
     This part will analyze the surrounding environment, night landscape, 
people's daily activities, and users. And summarizing the use forms of the site, 
the existing problems, and prepare for future planning and design. At the same 
time, according to the spatial distribution conditions within the design scope, it 
will be divided into three parts: waterfront space, cultural square space and 
street space.
3.3.1 Environment 
  1) Waterfront space
     Waterfront space is one of the most popular areas in Fenghuang ancient 
city, with the ancient city wall on one side and Tuojiang River on the other. In 
this space, there are ruins of Beimen harf and traditional river crossing 
structures called Tiaoyan. Here is said where can be able to experience the 
local traditional cultural landscape atmosphere. Not only that, there is a 120 
meter long and 6-11 meters wide walking space. There is also a two meter 
[Figure 3-16] Shen Congwen; Image of main characters; Book image
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wide corridor near the Tuojiang River. In the Xuelou Bridge, there are also 
access stairs connected with the ancient city wall.
  2) Cultural Square space
     The surrounding environment of the square is more complex than the 
waterfront space. There is not only a library on the north side, but also a 
Miao-Style Silver forging workshop. To the East is the ancient city scenic area, 
and the parts close to the square are the hostels area and the shops area. On 
the south side is the ancient city tower of West Gate. After going out, you can 
go to the downtown area of Tuojiang town. There is Nanhuali Commercial 
Street(南华里商业街) on the west side, which mainly consists of catering and 
general shopping shops. In the square, there is a landmark Phoenix statue 
[Figure 3-17] Images of waterfront space
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fountain and others are open spaces.
    
  3) Street space
     Street space consists of two parts, Dongzheng street and Dao Menkou. 
There are all kinds of shops on both sides of Dongzheng street. The width of 
the whole street is 3-5 meters. At the beginning of the Dao Menkou, there is 
a landmark stone tablet with the words "Fenghuang Ancient City". On one side 
are shops and the other side are low fences. The width of the whole street is 
6-23 meters.
[Figure 3-18] Images of Cultural Square space
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3.3.2 Night Landscape
     The wall of water space, river crossing bridge and other lighting are 
strong, and the walkway lighting is weak.
     The light in the south and west of the cultural square space is strong. 
Except for the light in the center fountain and fence, there is no lighting 
facilities in the square, so there will be a visual barrier inside the square.
     In the street space, the closed shop areas are very dark, and the open 
shop areas are well lit.
[Figure 3-19] Images of street space
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3.3.3 Users and Use Forms
  1) Users
     Users can be divided into two categories: tourists (ordinary tourists, 
special live bloggers), local people (mainly the elderly and businessmen).
  2) When to use
     People generally start activities after 12 o'clock at noon. In particular, 
there are more users in the evening than expected, and they are concentrated in 
waterfront space, more scattered in streets and lanes, and the use of squares is 
more concentrated in the daytime than in the evening.
[Figure 3-20] Images of night landscapes
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  3) How to use
     In the waterfront space, there are many tourists who stop to take photos 
and rest. One popular thing to do is to take commemorative photos wearing 
national costumes. There were also live bloggers were working near the 
Tuojiang River with better scenery.
     The situation of the square is that the local residents use it more, some 
gathered to chat, some were dancing 'square dance' in the square, some dancing 
in the local opera, and some singing folk tunes.
     In the street space, except for the consumption demand, there are few 
people staying here. 
     There are a group of Miao women(Figure 3-21) who do not have shops, 
who sometimes move and sometimes stop at any streetside or riverside, selling 
local special products.
[Figure 3-21] Miao women selling outside
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  It is a traditional Chinese custom to set 
off the river lamp, which is used to mourn 
the deceased and bless the living people. It 





  It is called one of the things to do in 
Fenghuang ancient city. Feeling the Miao 






  Boating in Tuojiang can better appreciate 
the scenery along the river of Fenghuang 
ancient city, and also experience the unique 
experience of water viewing.
4 Bars
  The development of Commerce needs to 
bring about the rise and rapid development 
of the music bars, which is now one of 





  Besides the local delicacies, there are 
various delicacies in other areas for 
tourists.
6 Square dance
  China's most representative square leisure 
activities. Local residents gather in cultural 
square to dance 'square dance'.
 [Table 3-6] Introduction of activities
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3.3.5 Summary
     After field trip, it was found that: (1) There are a lot of insufficient or 
hard to use infrastructures in Fenghuang ancient city; (2) Fenghuang ancient 
city has a demand for better night view. Because of the existence of 
commercial consumption activities such as bars, the trend of the flow of people 
in the night to reach the climax was formed, which reflects the importance of 
the night scene to the ancient city; (3) The more special streetside stall 
merchants (Miao women) lacked of unified management, and occasionally 
become street obstacles; (4) There is a difference between the peak season and 
the off-season of tourism, and the flow of people is very different, the peak 
season generally occurs in winter vacation, summer vacation and holidays; (5) 
When the business activities such as bars grow stronger, there is a lack of 
competitive activities, reflecting no regional and national characteristics. (6) 
Most of the businessmen are outsiders, and the shops are not owned by 
individuals, but rented shops.
[Figure 3-23] Images of recreational activities
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Chapter 4 Conception Planning
4.1 Direction and Strategy
4.1.1 Direction
     The direction of this planning and design is to make 'a ancient city that 
people come to see, want to stay, and know more about it'.
     As a famous historic and cultural city, Fenghuang ancient city has rich 
regional cultural resources, is a very qualified tourist resort, and has a high 
popularity in China. It hopes that through planning and designing can show 
more the charm of local cultural resources, and do a good job in the protection 
and publicity of local landscapes.
     There are limited places and activities to visit in Fenghuang ancient city, 
and due to the inadequate infrastructure, the stay time for tourists is very short. 
On the premise of ensuring the rest and activity spaces and updating the 
infrastructures, the planning and designing will be carried out to increase 
people's stay time and enhance the overall vitality of the ancient city.
     Fenghuang ancient city, as a Miao settlement, has not fully demonstrated 
the charm of a few famous ethnic groups, which has become a barrier for 
people to further understand this ancient city. Through planning and design, 
attractive Miao's culture will be highlighted.
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4.1.2 Strategy
  1) Respect the placeness of historic and cultural citie: experiencing the 
tangible and intangible landscape systems
     According to the tangible and intangible classification, landscapes in the 
ancient city can be divided into three categories: natural resources, artificial 
resources and human resources. Among them, natural resources need absolute 
protection. Artificial resources can be updated and transformed to a certain 
extent according to the rules of planning and protection. As intangible 
resources, human resources need to be protected and inherited. It is not hard to 
see that the culture of Fenghuang ancient city is a combination of Han and 
Miao nationality, and minority and local culture of Fenghuang. Therefore, 
respecting the original appearance of the ancient city and experiencing the 
diversified culture of this city is one of the strategies of this planning and 
design.
[Figure 4-1] Direction of planning and design
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Type Elements Tangible / Intangible
Natural 
resource
Tuojiang River, Mountains   Tangible
Artificial 
resource
Ancient city walls, City 
tower, Tiaoyan, Bridges, 
Wanming Tower, Palaces, 
Ancestral Halls, Celebrities' 





 Tongue, Festival customs, 
Miao's songs and dances,  
Craftsmanships, etc
  Intangible
 [Table 4-1] Landscape systems
[Figure 4-2] Fenghuang ancient city's cultural diversity
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  2) For users' daily ancient city: sustainable development
     Sorting out and judging the identities and needs of users, to provide 
better sightseeing experience for tourists, a better living environment for local 
residents, and provide a good business environment for special people. Finally, 
it is looking forward to realizing a sustainable development of tourism, 
residents' life and cultural environment.
  3) Specialized ancient city with the distribution of Miao elements: 
transmission of minority ethnicity
     This planning and design will apply the characteristics of the Miao 
nationality from two directions: first, applying the representative elements of the 
Miao nationality to the planning and design of landscape furnitures; second, 
publicizing and inheriting the characteristic handicraft, folk culture and 
characteristic cultural products of the Miao nationality through the forms of 
activities.


















  Unified 
management
 [Table 4-2] Users and needs
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60) 刘芳.苗族的竹崇拜与芦笙文化[J] .内蒙古大学艺术学院学报,2005, 2(2):54 –57.





  Story of Miao 
ancient songs
Bamboo
 Legend of 
Miao60)
Paving
 Butterfly   Totem Worship














 Miao's songs and 
dances
Miao costume
 [Table 4-3] Types of expression
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4.2 Program Planning
4.2.1 Planning and Design Process
     In the third section of the previous chapter, we have analyzed the users 
and their usage patterns. For users, formulating targeted projects and activities, 
and then allocating them to appropriate public space for reasonable planning 
and design. By analyzing the problem points of each space, to draw the spatial 
functional diagrams, and then complete the master plan of all.
     In the section of sector design, it will only involve the design of water 
space and square space, and mainly explain then from two aspects: one is to 
explain the design contents through the plan maps, and explain the design parts 
of the Miao elements in detail; the other is to reflect the spatial effect of the 
design more clearly through the sections and some images. As the street space 
is only for planning, some renderings will be used to illustrate the planning 
content.
 [Figure 4-3] Planning and design process
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4.2.2 Program Planning
  1) Handicraft production experience
     In Fenghuang ancient city, there are places where you can experience 
intangible cultural heritage, such as Miao silver forging Institute and Miao 
embroidery experience hall. Unfortunately, the publicity is not strong enough, 
and the geographical location is relatively remote, resulting in low popularity to 
the public. There is an exhibition area in Nanhuali commercial street, which has 
settled in batik, Blue Calico, Miao Hand Stitch Embroidery, thatch painting, 
bamboo weaving, Miao clothing and other art works. These works displayed are 
all made from famous artists who are all local artists of Fenghuang. According 
to the interview with the exhibition staff, there were few customers in the 
off-season of tourism, but in the peak season of tourism, tourists were very 
interested in the exhibits, and there were many people who personally 
participate in the production experience. Therefore, this planing will set up a 
display center in the Dongzheng Street in the ancient city. During the 
off-season of tourism, it mainly carries out art exhibitions. During the peak 
season of tourism, artists can be invited to show their craft works and hold 
handicraft production experience activities. There are many scenic spots around 
Dongzheng street, which can ensure pedestrian volume, maximize the publicity 
of intangible cultural heritage, and increase the tourists' sense of experience.
  2 Opera show）
     As mentioned in the third chapter of traditional performance forms, Tea 
lantern opera is a representative traditional drama in Western Hunan. Setting up  
a opera performance center in the cultural square to regularly perform the Tea 
lantern opera that repertoires and promotes the local culture.
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  3) 'Market day'
     Many Miao women in this ancient city are streetside vendors. In the peak 
tourist season, when there was a large flow of people, they have blocked the 
passage. So 'market day' will be set up in the peak tourist season. On that day, 
streetside vendors will uniformly sell products at Dao Menkou street which is 
conducive to unified management and ensure the smooth flow of streets.
  4) Traditional festivals
     Miao people have traditional festivals such as 'April 8', 'June 8', 'August 
8', and 'Catch Autumn' Festival. On the day of the festival, traditional folk 
activities can be held to perform Miao's Drum dance, singing Miao songs, etc. 
Gradually forming cultural brand activities and expanding the influence of Miao 
culture.
  5) Fenghuang Lantern Festival
     Lantern Festival is derived from Chinese traditional folk culture and 
entertainment activities. On the Lantern Festival, Chinese people will hang up 
lanterns, write riddles on paper and paste them on colorful lanterns for people 
to answer. Riddles can enlighten wisdom and cater to the festival atmosphere, 
so it gradually became an indispensable program of the Lantern Festival.
     In the peak season of tourism, the street space can be set as lantern 
street, and riddles are designed as knowledge problems related to the 
Fenghuang ancient city. While decorating and beautifying the street landscape, 
it adds entertainment to the transmission of traditional culture.
  6) Cultural and education practice activity
     For Fenghuang ancient city, most of the year is the off-season of tourism. 
During this period of time, the passenger flow is not large, and as an ancient 
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city with profound cultural heritage, it is a good place for primary and 
secondary students to have a cultural field trip.















enjoying the show 









buying or selling 
the special goods 


















riddles, and getting 









about this ancient 
city, and promoting 
traditional culture
 [Table 4-4] Programs' Use Forms
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Chapter 5 Sector Planning and Design
 5.1 Sector Planning
5.1.1 Problem Setting
5.1.2 Spatial Zoning
  1 Waterfront space ）
     As shown in the figure 5-1, 'link area' is a four-direction area, which is 
the intersection of Xueqiao bridge, waterfront space and ancient city wall. This 
area plays a role of transition and connection in space due to its transportation. 
'Walking & rest area' is an area that provides people with space for rest and 
passage. Because of its narrow width, 'riverside walking area' retains the 
original walking space. 'Culture & rest area' has the ruins of Beimen wharf, so 
it is a cultural area with cultural resources.













  lack of lighting,
single view and 
character,
lack of management
 [Table 5-1] Problem setting
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  2) Cultural square space
     As shown in the figure 5-2, from the perspective of space composition, 
the square is surrounded by four sides, so it needs to keep a certain distance 
from the surrounding buildings. And then 'reserve area' is set. The 'leisure 
garden area' is close to the Nanhuali commercial street, so this area can be used 
to make a private space, separating the commercial area and the public area. In 
the center is the 'central square area', which retains the original Phoenix 
sculpture fountain with symbolic significance. A semi open area is set up with 
the fountain as the center to provide people with places for activities and rest. 
The southern part is the 'multi-function active area', which has two large 
entrances, so it is a completely open space for people to move and do some 
activities.
[Figure 5-1] Waterfront space functional diagram 
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[Figure 5-2] Cultural square space functional diagram
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  3) Street space
     The width of Dongzheng street is narrow and its operability is not good, 
so it is set as 'experience area'. There are two meanings: first, according to the 
program planning, a display center has been set up in this street to display and 
publicize cultural heritage, so that people can participate in and experience 
related activities; second, the main street of Lantern Festival has increased 
interaction with people. Compared with Dongzheng street, Dao Menkou is 
wider in width, so it is a good place for small outdoor activities, and set as 
'active area'. This area is the host area of 'market day', which can be used by 
Miao women to sell special products.
5.1.3 Master Plan
[Figure 5-3] Street space functional diagram
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  [Figure 5-5] Master plan plan B– 
  [Figure 5-4] Master plan plan A– 
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5.1.4 Sector Plan
     The difference between plan A and plan B is that the design of cultural 
square space is different, so there are three sector plan in total, which are 'Plan 
of waterfront space'(Figure 5-6), 'Plan of cultural space plan A'(Figure 5-7), 'Plan – 
of cultural space plan B'(Figure 5-8).– 
     Plan A and plan B have different starting points. Plan A starts from the 
butterfly element of Miao nationality. The pedestrian route in the square is 
planned on the basis of butterfly contour. According to the regional function 
diagram, different areas separated by butterfly contour are set with different 
uses and properties. In this plan, the interior space of the square is fully 
utilized as much as possible, and combined with the user attributes, the rest, 
leisure activities, cultural exhibition and other areas are set up, and compared 
with the original space, the greening degree is also greater. At the same time, 
to a certain extent, this plan can make people feel the changes of the four 
seasons. However, the deficiency is that the concept of design can not resonate 
with the users. If the space function is too many, it will restrict people's free 
activities, and it will appear that the space is not open enough, on the contrary, 
it will lose its original intention as a public space.
     At the same time, the design concept of plan B is a ring concept based 
on the maximization of space activity area to simplify the use of the square 
attribute, and protect people's leisure space. What's more, the unique 
temperament and characteristics of Miao nationality are reflected in the 
landscape detail design. But the disadvantage is that it fails to take into account 
the needs of various users, and the national characteristics are not fully 
reflected.
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     From the introduction and comparison of the two plans, plan B is superior 
to plan A in terms of design concept, expected effect and construction 
difficulty. Although it is impossible to carry out more scientific verification 
methods such as on-site questionnaire survey or interview survey due to 
objective reasons, plan B can be put into practice more effectively on the basis 
of planning and design itself. Therefore, in the later detail design part, we only 
show the rendering images of plan B.
  [Figure 5-6] Plan of waterfront space
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[Figure 5-7] Plan of cultural square space plan A– 
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  [Figure 5-8] Plan of cultural square space plan B– 
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5.2 Sector Detail Design 
5.2.1 Waterfront Space
  1) Sunken showcase
     In the cultural zone of water space, there are several hundred year old 
relics of Beimen wharf. The geographical location of Beimen wharf is in the 
area with large flow of people, and due to the large area of relics, people can 
not pass normally, so it causes space waste to a certain extent.
     In this design(Figure 5-9), in consideration of the full use of space and 
the historical significance of Beimen wharf, a sunken exhibition area will be 
made without changing the location of Beimen wharf, so that people can make 
full use of this part of space, and at the same time, they can better enjoy the 
whole view of Beimen Wharf relics from the perspective of overlooking. What's 
more, adding items related to the Beimen wharf in the exhibition area to 
increase the diversity of the exhibition.
  2 Waterfront terrace）
     Waterfront space has very limited walking space and good hydrophilic 
conditions. Due to the lack of walking space in this space and the single 
hydrophilic condition, a hydrophilic platform is set up. It can maximize the 
advantage of hydrophilicity, relieve part of the pressure of people's flow, and 
finally increase the diversity of landscape(Figure 5-11).
  3) Pattern shelter
     As mentioned in the design strategy of the previous chapter, this design 
will use the totem worship of Miao nationality and the pattern elements in 
Miao embroidery to design the pavement(Figure 5-13). Therefore, in pattern 
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shelter, with pattern paving as the center, one side uses bamboo to make a 
bamboo rest area embedded in the seat for forming the feeling of being in the 
bamboo forest and increasing the comfort of rest. On the other side is the 
flower bed type rest seat area. With this location setting, to attract people's 
attention, feel the charm of Miao elements brought by pavement.
[Figure 5-9] Design idea of sunken showcase
  [Figure 5-10] Section A-A'
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[Figure 5-11] Expected images of design 
[Figure 5-12] Section B-B'
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5.2.2 Cultural Square Space plan A–
     When planning the human traffic, the Miao people's totem worship object 
- butterfly has been used. According to the direction of butterfly outline and 
spatial functional planning, the original Phoenix fountain as center and the 
space is distributed symmetrically.
  1 Lyric path）
     Miao songs bear the history of Miao nationality, which is of great 
significance in education and commemoration. When people are walking, they 
will pay attention to their feet. There are many design cases that carve words 
on the ground to add space significance. In order to further deepen use of Miao 
characteristics, this design sets the lyrics path in the garden area, which reflects 
the lyrics in the form of printing on the pavement, adding landscape interest.
[Figure 5-13] Design of pattern paving
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  2) Statue area
     Sculpture as a common landscape pieces, can be very intuitive to 
understand the characteristics of the place. In this design, using sculpture to 
present the Miao people with a variety of characteristics of activities.
[Figure 5-14] Idea of human traffic
[Figure 5-15] Expected images of design
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  3) Exhibition areas
     There are two forms of exhibition: one is to build an open exhibition 
corridor, regularly update the exhibits, or hold small exhibitions; the other is to 
integrate the exhibition into the landscape, and display the characteristic 
landscape model related to Fenghuang ancient city in the green area.
5.2.3 Cultural Square Space plan B–
  1 Concept）
     Back to the original function of the square, the square is an important 
place for people to gather and activities, so while ensuring the absolute free 
space, the unique significance given to the square itself is considered in plan B. 
The concept of this plan comes from the tree rings. The number of rings 
represent the time of the tree. The rings are like notebooks, recording the story 
of the tree.
[Figure 5-16] Expected images of exhibition
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  2 Miao songs' ring）
     This symbolic meaning of rings will be brought into the design of plan B. 
Firstly, the Phoenix fountain with symbolic meaning will be taken as the center 
and rings are spread around. The contour formed by these circles is cut to form 
an arc-shaped strip shape. These arc-shaped strips are designed to be engraved 
with the lyrics of Miao ancient songs, symbolizing that the historical stories of 
Miao have been collected and preserved by time and will never disappear in 
Fenghuang ancient city. In order to increase the diversity of space, some strips 
are used as grassland.
[Figure 5-17] Concept of plan B
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  3) Pattern circle area
     The Phoenix fountain in the center is the symbol of this square. The 
pattern pavement with Miao elements is applied to the pavement near the 
fountain, as a continuation of the meaning of Miao song's ring, and also 
enriches the overall atmosphere of the central square.
  4) Garden
     The garden exists as a transitional area. On the one hand, it provides 
people with space for rest, on the other hand, it blocks certain sight with trees 
on the spatial level, so that the commercial area and public area are naturally 
connected.
[Figure 5-18] Expected images of Miao song's ring
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[Figure 5-19] Image of square 1 – 
[Figure 5-20] Image of square 2 – 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion
     As a famous historical and cultural city in China, Fenghuang ancient city 
has always been supported by the national government's protection and planning 
policies. At the same time, it is also the place where academic researchers rush 
to conduct academic research. This paper starts from the historical and cultural 
resources of Fenghuang ancient city, and explores the cultural characteristics of 
Miao nationality. Finally, Miao elements are used in the planning and design of 
the public spaces of this city.
     Through the search and investigation, we found that most of the previous 
studies on the ancient city are about the landscape images, while the design 
paper is about the infrastructure design, and there are few papers about the 
landscape design. This paper can be said to be a new attempt to the landscape 
transformation of Fenghuang ancient city. It is a starting point and can provide 
a new direction for the future development of this city.
     Due to the limited information and data available, this paper does not 
make a detailed analysis of the topography and Tuojiang River water in 
Fenghuang ancient city. At the same time, the investigation of Miao people's 
living environment is not in place, and hoping to get supplementary explanation 
through the follow-up investigation.
     Although Fenghuang ancient city has not been included in UNESCO, its 
existence is valuable for human civilization and academic research there. In this 
paper, there is too much emphasis on the development and influence of tourism 
on Fenghuang ancient city. However, too much tourism development will not 
be able to better protect this area, but will destroy this place. Therefore, in the 
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future research, it is worth discussing whether we can gradually reduce the 
influence of tourism and get the research results of protecting the original 























 潘梅. 苗族刺绣中传统图案的应用研究——以湘西地区为例[J]. 明日风尚, 2017.
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  봉황 고성은 가장 대표적인 지역 고대 도시 중 하나로, 중국 도시 개발사
에서 대체할 수 없는 위치를 차지하고 있다. 아름다운 자연경관과 역사적
인 건축 경관, 그리고 우초(巫楚) 문화에 의해 창조된 신비롭고 특별한 문
화경관을 가지고 있다. 기이한 자연환경과 많은 역사문화유적, 독특한 민
속풍습으로 역사 문화도시는 관광객들의 욕구를 충족시켜 왔다. 그래서 관
광업은 최근 몇 년간에 급속히 발전되었다. 그리고 관광의 급속한 발전은 
그것의 원래 생태 자원에 큰 위협을 가져왔다. 타강(沱江) 일대를 대표로 
환경이 오염되었을 뿐만 아니라 현대 비즈니스의 맛도 풍부해서 특징적인 
민족적 양식이 약화되어 있다. 그래서 봉황 고성 풍경의 가치를 향상시키
고 소수민족 문화를 보존하는 방법은 이 논문에서 중요한 사안이다.
  봉황 고성의 형성은 역사, 인간 활동 등 많은 요인에 의해 영향을 받았
다. 후난성 소수민족 묘족의 정착지 중 하나로 봉황 고성은 민족적 문화와 
유적지를 많이 가지고 있다. 본 연구를 통해 다른 연구에 유용할 수 있는 
소수민족 문화와 역사 등의 정보를 수집할 수 있을 것으로 기대된다. 이뿐
만 아니라 본 연구는 묘족 특성과 현대적 관광의 욕구를 가질 새로운 경관
을 개조하고 설계함으로써 지역 문화 경관의 가장 큰 가치를 이끌어낸다. 
동시에 상업화의 영향력을 약화시키고, 더 나은 관광을 위해 지역 문화를 
촉진한다.
  봉황 고성은 중국 호남성 샹시토가족묘족자치주(湘西土家族苗族自治州) 
서남부, 타강 일대에 위치해 있다. 청나라에 세워졌으며, 2001년에는 국가 
역사 문화명성으로 선정되었다. 본 연구는 봉황 고성의 수변 공간과 문화
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광장을 중심으로 관련 기획과 보호 정책의 틀에서는 장소의 특수성을 충분
히 존중하고, 주요 이용자의 요구를 배려하며, 묘족 요소를 경관 소품과 프
로그램 활동의 형태로 전체 기획에 통합한다.
  본 연구의 목적은 지역적 조건과 결합하여 묘족의 특성을 반영한 경관을 
디자인한다. 새로운 구역 계획을 통해 본래 갖고 있는 역사 문화경관의 기
초상에서 이용자 수요를 충족시킬 수 있는 요소들을 가미시킨다. 동시에, 
원래의 풍경 배경에서는 테라스와 같은 새로운 요소들을 추가하여 새로운 
요소들의 합리성을 탐구한다. 또한 디자인을 통해 지역 경관공간에 대한 
문제를 해결하고, 최종적으로 정부와 소통하고 정보공유를 달성하는 것이 
기대된다.
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